The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada is the leading voice for excellence in the built environment in Canada. Representing about 5,000 members, the RAIC advocates for excellence, works to demonstrate how design enhances the quality of life and promotes responsible architecture in addressing important issues of society.

The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada’s first ever International Indigenous Architecture and Design Symposium will be held on Saturday, May 27, 2017, in Ottawa in conjunction with the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada/Ontario Architectural Association’s annual Festival of Architecture.

An estimated 100 delegates comprised of Canadian Indigenous and international architects, aligned design, and building professionals, students, and interns will gather at The Wabano Centre in Ottawa. Designed by Indigenous architect Douglas Cardinal, it is a beautiful and culturally appropriate place to undertake this important and ground-breaking Symposium.

The Symposium will privilege Indigenous architecture and design in Canada and across the globe. Presentations will feature best practices and processes celebrating Indigenous architecture, design and place-making.

Indigenous Task Force

The new RAIC Indigenous Task Force is comprised largely of Indigenous architects and intern architects. Its core purpose is to foster and promote Indigenous design in Canada in rural, Métis and Northern communities, First Nations, and in urban spaces and advocacy with and on behalf of Indigenous communities. Task Force members believe strongly that Architecture is a public-spirited profession with an important role in reconciliation – addressing injustices through giving agency back to Indigenous people.

“Too often First Nation, Métis, and Inuit capital projects are designed with minimal community involvement, and ultimately fail to meet community objectives for this reason ... we need designers and designs that create long-term relevance, exemplify a respectful cultural and economic and environmental responsibility to sustainable development and consider the reciprocal well-being and quality of life of the people.”

Dr. Patrick Stewart, MRAIC, Chair of the RAIC Indigenous Task Force

About the RAIC

The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada is the leading voice for excellence in the built environment in Canada. Representing about 5,000 members, the RAIC advocates for excellence, works to demonstrate how design enhances the quality of life and promotes responsible architecture in addressing important issues of society.
As a Symposium Sponsor, your organization is supporting an important step in creating a forum to identify emerging Indigenous professional practice and the discussion of new solutions in addressing issues that are garnering high profile and interest.

PRESENTING SPONSOR $10,000 
(ONE AVAILABLE)*:

Pre-Symposium:
- Acknowledgement (Sponsor’s hyperlinked logo) on the RAIC website Home Page Slider;
- Acknowledgement on the Symposium web page with Sponsor’s hyperlinked logo;
- Acknowledgement in two editions of the RAIC’s electronic newsletter.

During the Symposium:
- Two tickets to attend the Symposium;
- Opportunity to introduce a panel or deliver remarks as part of Symposium opening;
- Sponsorship Signage at the registration desk indicating the level of sponsorship.

Post-Symposium:
- Acknowledgement in post Symposium communication with delegates;
- Acknowledgement in the RAIC’s electronic newsletter.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR $5,000 
(TWO AVAILABLE)*:

Pre-Symposium:
- Acknowledgement on the Symposium web page with Sponsor’s hyperlinked logo;
- Acknowledgement in two editions of the RAIC’s electronic newsletter.

During the Symposium:
- Sponsorship Signage at the registration desk indicating the level of sponsorship.

Post-Symposium:
- Acknowledgement in post Symposium communication with delegates;
- Acknowledgement in the RAIC’s electronic newsletter.

Contact Information
To discuss your involvement, please contact:

Amanda Delorey
Program Officer, RAIC | Architecture Canada
613-241-3600  . 203 / adelorey@raic.org

Information on the 2017 Symposium
Further details about the 2017 International Indigenous Design Symposium will be posted on the RAIC Indigenous Task Force’s website at raic.org/raic/indigenous-task-force

*Other sponsorship options may be available.
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